WOMENS

Kyrea Robertson '02, Fairleigh Dickinson
Rosemary Perry '03, Florida Southern
India Lopez '02, Shaw University
Tamarra Richardson '02, Adelphi University
Catherine Gonzalez '03, UMaryland Baltimore County
Cody Elicier '05, Worcester State
Tierra Smalls '05, Worcester State
Nicole Okubanjo '05, Barry University
Carmen Smith '07, St. Peters College
Tanya Friedman '07, Adelphi University
Gretchen Rodriguez '07, UMASS- Lowell
Lecia Dipietro '08, Bridgewater State
Shelley Monahan '09, Concordia College
Dlaysha Brewington '09, Post College
Kelly O'neill '11, Westfield State
Kaitlin Smith '11, Centenary College